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The Sound of Silence
Looking back at the artist Reza Derakshani’s work over the last decade, one can’t help but note
a remarkable and existential breadth. Derakshani, who lives and works between Austin and
Dubai, has treated subjects ranging from medieval hunters to exiled kings and queens to fall
leaves executed in the impressionistic mode.

on visual culture. Likewise, Derakshani had worked on skulls prior to this series, sometimes
YLUKLYPUN[OLTPUZ\JOH^H`[OH[HTHZZVM[OLTHWWLHYZHZHX\PS[VM^PS[LKÅV^LYZ0U[OVZL
works, there are signs of the sudden contraction of horizon that was to come.

His latest series, entitled Khak e Siah (Dark Soil), has nothing of the warm primary colors many
of us have come to know him for. Mostly rendered in stark black and white, these tableaus
communicate a vast emptiness, a void, and even, in the darkest moments, death. Foregoing his
[YHKP[PVUHSWHPU[LYS`WYHJ[PJL+LYHRZOHUPOHZPUZ[LHK\ZLKÄULNYHPUZVMZHUKPU[OLZLYLUKLYPUNZ
Absent too, is the familiar treatment of Persian iconography—pomegranates, peacocks, and
more—that we have come to expect.

In the 2010 series Identity Crisis, Derakshani also evoked the ravages of the post-revolutionary
period. Working on record albums he had collected from Tehran’s dense Friday market, a
repository for all manner of eclectica and detritus of the pre-revolutionary period, he lingered
especially over the faces of Iran’s female singers of lore—Delkash, Googoosh, or Qamar ol
Molook Vaziri —gracing various record covers. These works, consisting of portraits of these epic
women of song painted over and, in turn, perverted, spoke volumes about the altered texture
of life in Iran. Lines of paint streaming over their faces seemed to summon up both tears and
fearsome prisons bars at once.

The desert, probably the ultimate setting in which to stage emptiness, was an inspiration for this
series. Derakshani, who grew up in the northeastern Iranian city of Sangsar, had long been taken
by the punishingly barren salt deserts of Dasht e Loot in the south of the country. It was in 2010,
after a trip into the Emirati desert, that Derakshani was again struck by sand’s simultaneous
[HUNPIPSP[` HUK LWOLTLYHSP[` 0[ ^HZ SP[LYHSS` L]LY`^OLYL HUK L]LY`[OPUN I\[ HSZV PU P[Z PUÄUP[L
nature, frustratingly ungraspable. Experimenting with industrial-grade black sand grains in his
Z[\KPVZVTL^LLRZSH[LYOLILNHU[V[OYV^[OLTVU[VJHU]HZLZJVH[LK^P[OWHZ[LÄUKPUN[OH[
ZVTL^V\SKZ[PJR^OPSL[OLYLZ[MLSS[V[OLÅVVY/LYLPU^HZHNHTLVMJOHUJLPUÅLJ[LK^P[O[OL
logic of loss, of stripping down, of truth. Whatever sand would remain at the end of this process
was inevitably revealing—and formed the basis of the pieces assembled here.

The universe of Iranian culture is littered throughout Derakshani’s work. On occasion, the
artist takes the familiar Persian miniature as his point of departure, enlarging, repeating, and
distorting an original image. A grand pictorial tradition as old as the 13th century is at the heart
of these works, but very often, through Derakshani’s intervention, that very tradition seems to
have been hijacked, abused, even forgotten. In his own words, it sometimes looks as if one
is gazing at these scenes through the distorted lens of a car’s rear view mirror. Some have
been stretched beyond recognition. These are anything but pure neatly cropped and illuminated
forms, appearing instead as dull and beaten-up copies, scarred by the passage of time.

;OLZL[LUZHUK^VYRZYLÅLJ[HKLSPILYH[L[LUKLUJ`[V^HYKHIZ[YHJ[PVU;OLPUZ[PUJ[[VH[[HJOH
meaning to each of them is foiled by their enigmatic and, again, utterly ephemeral nature. What
HWWLHYZH[VUJLHZHZR\SSHSZVZ\NNLZ[ZHWSH`M\SJVUÄN\YH[PVUVM-HYZPZJYPW[>OH[HWWLHYZHZ
a washed-away textile pattern carries within it the faintest outlines of a face. Another work looks
a bit like a satellite image of a vast empty surface, with only the smallest hint of color suggesting
an oasis below. What these works actually represent or aim to evoke is, in truth, mostly beside
the point. It is their failure to represent, to be, and to breathe, that may be more at the heart of
Derakshani’s current practice and thinking.

In all its various forms, Derakshani’s practice—what you might call the production of peculiar
and ghostly landmarks—represents a tableau of loss and, in the end, weaves a tale about a
world forever altered. It is, not surprisingly, a texture that speaks eloquently and powerfully to
a life lived in exile. Critics have lingered over the musicality of Derakshani’s works—for he is
H NPM[LK HUK WYVSPÄJ T\ZPJPHU [VV·I\[ PM [OPZ ZLYPLZ JVTT\UPJH[LZ HU` ZV\UK P[ PZ VUS` VUL
marked by deafening silence.
Negar Azimi
Negar Azimi is Senior Editor of Bidoun.

And yet still, there are subtle traces of past preoccupations here. A 2007 show at the Khak
Gallery in Tehran, for example, resonates with the new series. Beyond the Darkness consisted
of works characterized by layers of thick textured paint that seemed to be obstructing, even
smothering, images below. The rich Persian symbolism that has appeared in previous works
– such as the Gol e Bol Bol SP[LYHSS` [OL ÅV^LY HUK [OL UPNO[PUNHSL ZV \IPX\P[V\Z PU WVL[Y` ¶
had disappeared, or in some cases, was just barely visible under the weight of this darkness.
It was as if suddenly, there were fewer birds in Tehran. It is probably no coincidence that the
country was bearing the weight of a new president at the time, along with heightened restrictions
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Q&A

with Reza Derakshani

;OLYL PZ ZVTL[OPUN [V IL ZHPK HIV\[ ZWLLK PU `V\Y WHPU[PUNZ -YVT `V\Y OPNOS` WYVSPÄJ
WYVK\J[PVU[V[OLNLZ[\YHSX\HSP[`VMZVTLVM`V\YIY\ZOZ[YVRLZ¯([[OLZHTL[PTLTHU`
VM`V\YWHPU[PUNZHYLOPNOS`[L_[\YLKHUKPU]VS]LHSH`LYPUNHUKI\PSKPUN\WVM[OLZ\YMHJL
*HU`V\[HSRHIV\[OV^`V\ULNV[PH[L[OVZLZLLTPUNS`JVU[YHKPJ[VY`HZWLJ[Z[OH[`V\Y
^VYRKLTHUKZ&
That means each work has layers of action and that adds to the excitement,
every layer I add to a work is like doing a new work except that it becomes richer
and more juicy. Contradictory circumstances create more tension and the whole
thing becomes more challenging. I have to say that the process of my work is in a
way a building, destruction and rebuilding that gives the work the feeling of age,
maturity and time. It’s like the painting was created long ago and came back to
life, bringing stories with it and becoming more and more engaging because of the
KLW[O [OH[ KPMMLYLU[ SH`LYZ JYLH[L ÅHZOIHJRZ VM H KPMMLYLU[ [PTL HUK ZWHJL 0[»Z ]LY`
much like bringing a historic building back to life and giving it a contemporary taste,
there will always be surprising corners and elements to be discovered.
0UHKKP[PVU[VILPUNH]PZ\HSHY[PZ[`V\HYLHSZVHT\ZPJPHU/V^^V\SK`V\ZH`[OH[`V\Y
IHJRNYV\UK HZ H T\ZPJPHU OHZ PUMVYTLK `V\Y WHPU[PUN& +V `V\ SPZ[LU [V T\ZPJ PU [OL
Z[\KPVHUKPMZV^OH[KV`V\SPZ[LU[V&
In fact, I was a painter long before I became a musician, but the music took over for
a period of time before I returned to the visual arts. Of course music is there all the time,
either I play, record or listen. I can’t help that. I think that music affects every aspect
of a human being’s life, and when it comes to another form of art the effect is even much
stronger. It may have been stealing time from my art, but it has also been contributing
to it. Because of the instant touch of the music, it evokes spirituality, abstraction
and many other feelings. All of these qualities affect the visual and conceptual part of
the brain, and consequently, the painting. In colors I hear sounds, and in sounds I
see shades of color. It is a circle, in that my experiences in visual art have also
been equally affecting my music. Listening to some form of music most of the time
^OLU 0 WHPU[ THRLZ TL TVYL MVJ\ZLK HUK IYPUNZ Å\PKP[` 3VUN OV\YZ VM SPZ[LUPUN [V
music daily means I listen to lots of different sounds, with no boundaries, and it
changes based on the art I am doing. There are times that Bach feels right--and if
not I switch to Rock, Jazz, Audio Books the News and all kinds of ethnic classical.
It really depends on the painting mood.
>L^LYLHZRPUNHIV\[[OLSH`LYPUNPU`V\YWHPU[PUNZJV\SK`V\[HSRHIV\[[OL^VYRZVM
ZHUKVUWHWLY&;OLYLPZZVTL[OPUNT\JOTVYLPJVUPJHUKPTTLKPH[LHIV\[[OLT;OL`
HYLUV[HZSHIVYLKVYHZSH`LYLK*HU`V\[HSRHIV\[[OLKPMMLYLUJLPUHWWYVHJO&

The sand works started on paper, and evolved to largescale canvas. Periodically I crave to do clean works and
that’s when my skills in classical art and my graphic design
experience kick in, but normally that doesn’t last long. The
sand works seem very clean and articulated but the process
VM[OLZL^VYRZYLX\PYLZX\P[LHSV[VMHJ[PVUHZ0WHPU[ÄYZ[HUK
then throw sand on the canvas, more like a performance for
each piece. There are some layering techniques involved,
but of course it is a different process for this series. As it
is in progress, it will probably go where my emotions take
me and I am sure it will get more messy and layered...I am
already feeling it. It’s quite risky and a whole lot of work to
move on and make changes in your work, but it’s fun. At the
end of the day I care about what makes a good solid piece
of art. Whatever can get me there, I’ll take the ride.
*HU`V\[HSRHSP[[SLHIV\[`V\Y\ZLVMZ`TIVSZHUKJOHYHJ[LYZ&-YVTIPYKZ[VOVYZLTLU
HUK O\U[LYZ T\ZPJPHUZ [V UPNO[PUNHSLZ¯ >OH[ ZVY[ VM LU]PYVUTLU[Z HYL `V\ SVVRPUN [V
JVUZ[Y\J[MVY]PL^LYZ&
What you are referring to is just a portion of what I have done. It’s true that I love the
beauty, the nature and poetry which is the core of my work but that is not all I have done.
7YHJ[PJHSS`[OVZLHYLLSLTLU[Z`V\ÄUKPU[OLZLYPLZ0OH]LKVULIHZLKVUT`J\S[\YHS
heritage and each one has it’s own reasons and stories. The series IDENTITY CRISIS
which is dealing with the issues of women and the CIRCUS OF LIFE and the VOICE
series which are about the social/psychological highlights of our doomed homeland are
just some examples. However, even dealing with these kind of heavy issues I will never
ZHJYPÄJL [OL HY[PZ[PJ ]HS\LZ HUK [OL WVL[Y` ^P[OPU T` HY[ PU ZWP[L VM [OL MHJ[ [OH[ [OL
fashion of the day might be the Calligraphy, the Hejaab or any other known cliché. I
think it would be more help to the process and future of Art in Iran and that region if the
International Art institutions look more into the substance and quality of work rather than
the political message the work is delivering.
As per my viewers, I would like to make it clear that I am a visual artist not a writer, a
journalist or storyteller. I don’t like to give a very obvious message or information. To me
visual arts and painting in particular has different values and not made for giving day
by day information, that’s why we have graphic design to do the job. Art is wholesome
inspirations and creativity to purify the soul whether it’s representational or abstract,
happy or sad, dark or bright. At the end of the day I care about what makes a good solid
piece of art. Whatever can get me there, I’ll take the ride.
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